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Glossary

8-incher:  a mat that is eight inches thick
Back Extension:  a floor skill where you roll 
backwards and push up into a handstand position
Back Handspring:  a tumbling skill where you 
jump off two feet, arch backward to your hands 
and finish on your feet



Back Hip Circle:  a bar skill where you begin 
in a front support and circle backwards around 
the bar
Board Position:  the body position you need to 
be in when your feet hit the board on vault
Bridge Kickover:  from a bridge position, 
kicking one leg up and over through a handstand 
position and up to your feet
Candlestick Roll:  a roll backwards to a position 
on your back with straight legs extended to the 
ceiling
Cast:  a skill on bars where you begin in a front 
support, push downward on the bar, lift your 
body and end up in a hollow body position 
anywhere from below horizontal to all the way 
to handstand
Chassé:  a dance skill where you begin in a plié 
and bring your feet together in the air as you 
jump, then end back in plié
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Cheese Mat:  a triangular mat that is shaped like 
a wedge of cheese (also called an “incline mat”)
Conditioning:  a specific workout designed to 
strengthen specific muscles
Core:  the middle part of your body from your 
ribcage down to the tops of your thighs
Cross Tumble:  to tumble across the diagonal 
lines of the floor 
Double Back:  a skill where you perform two 
backwards saltos in one flip
Event:  an apparatus in gymnastics
Free Hip Circle:  a back hip circle without 
touching your hips to the bar
Front Handspring:  a skill where you flip 
forward, block off your hands and land on your 
feet (the opposite of a back handspring)
Front Hip Circle:  a bar skill where you begin 
in front support, go forward around the bar and 
end up in front support



Front Support:  a position on bars where you 
hold yourself up with your hands on the bar 
next to your hips while your body and arms are 
straight
Giant:  a circle around the bar where you begin 
in handstand and swing in a straight line all 
the way back to handstand, keeping your arms 
straight overhead the entire time
Glide Swing:  a bar skill where you swing under 
the bar with your arms overhead (the first part of 
a glide kip)
Grapevine:  a series of sideways steps where you 
cross one foot in front of the other, alternating 
feet
Handstand Flat Back:  a vault where after you 
jump on the board, do a handstand and fall to 
your back in a tight body position (the Level 4 
competitive vault)
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Hollow Body Position:  a position where your 
body is rounded; the opposite of a tight arch 
position (see illustration on page 10)
Hollow Body Rolls:  a conditioning skill where 
you roll across the floor alternating from a hollow 
body position to an arch position
Kip:  a bar skill where you do a glide swing, 
bring your toes to the bar, pull down on the bar 
with your hands and arms, and finish in a front 
support
L-Hang:  a strength move where you hold 
onto the bar with your arms straight above your 
head and hold your legs straight at horizontal 
(90-degree pike position)
Lunge:  a position where you stand with one 
foot in front of the other and bend your front leg
Olympic Order:  the official order in which 
gymnasts rotate through the events in Olympic 
competition (Vault, Uneven Bars, Balance Beam, 
Floor Exercise)



Panel Mat:  a thin mat segmented so it can stack 
on top of itself and make a thick mat
Pendulum Swing:  an even swing back and 
forth (as on a bar)
Pike:  a body position where your legs are 
straight and together and your hips are bent at a 
90-degree angle or smaller
Pivot Turn:  a turn where you are on relevé on 
both feet 
Plié:  a ballet position where you stand and bend 
your knees
Power Hurdle:  a move where you jump off two 
feet and into a lunge (as before a round-off into 
a tumbling pass)
Press Handstand:  a skill where you press your 
shoulders over your hands and push yourself up 
into a handstand position
Pullover:  a skill on bars where you lift yourself 
backwards around the bar and end up in a front 
support
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Rebound:  a tumbling move where you bounce 
off two feet in a tight body position (as out of a 
round-off)
Relevé:  a position where you are on high toe
Round-off:  a skill where you begin like a 
cartwheel, but bring your feet together in the 
middle and land on two feet
Scale:  a skill where you stand flat on one foot 
and lift your back leg straight behind you
Second Position:  a dance position where your 
feet are about shoulder’s width apart and turned 
out
Sprint:  to run fast over a short distance, as on a 
vault runway
Square Hips:  position where both hips are 
facing forward
Stalder Circle:  a skill on bars where you start in 
handstand, do a straddle-pike position and circle 
around the bar back to handstand



Stalder Roll:  a straddle roll (forward or 
backward) without touching your feet
Tight Arch:  a body position where you are 
arched, but still very tight; the opposite of hollow
Tuck:  a body position where your knees are 
together and bent toward your chest
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